Bringing Security, Savings and
Convenience to Salesforce Customers
Paperless oﬃce solutions can help reduce paper related costs
by more than 80%! In the context of customer relationship
management, the ability of such a solution to eﬀectively drive
eﬃciency through digitization of document movement like
NDA’s, contracts, etc. creates a lot of business value in multiple
ways.

Sign contracts 90% quicker than before

Contracts can be closed in
minutes, and that too, with no
paper and no room for errors

Minimize human error & manipulation

Improve and empower your
client experiences and the
speed of contract execution by
electronically reviewing and
signing NDAs in just a few steps
No need to sign each invoice
manually. Bulk signing of
invoices is also possible

Intuitive interface that’s easy to use

Compliance
emSigner Supports Multiple
Global Signature Standards

Flexibilty
emSigner supports following
types of signatures

Features
Feature packed add-on to
any enterprise on Salesforce

Adobe, AATL

On-screen

Documents stored in
Salesforce

US eSign Act

Pad Based

Deﬁne signature
workﬂows

21 CFR Part 11

Token Based

Customize with
ﬂexiforms

eIDAS

Smart-card Based

Deﬁne workﬂow
access by user

Cloud Signature

Gather external
signatory ID & Consent

sales@emudhra.com

Search “emSigner” on Salesforce
AppExchange
66% of companies that utilize paperless oﬃce solutions tend
to outperform their competitors due to the eﬃciencies and
cost advantages gained from streamlined workﬂows, quicker
TAT’s, reduced errors, and reduced paper.
emSigner can help your organization (on Salesforce) be a
winner in today’s competitive landscape.
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Our customers matter to us. Hence, we provide
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We don’t forget you after you’ve purchased from
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Evolution is key to success in the business world.

conﬁguration training and assistance to make it easier.

us. We have 24/7 support to help you when you need it.

We ensure our oﬀerings are upgraded periodically.

Plans starting for as low as

20 Most Promising Digital Transformation
Solution Providers - 2018
- CIO Review

Board member of
Cloud Signature Consortium

$6.00

per user

Company of the Year - 2018
- Business Connect

Top 10 Security Solution
Providers - 2018
- Banking CIO Outlook

Use emSigner to go green and make this planet a better place
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About eMudhra:
As the world goes Digital, security is ever more crucial to protect identities,
data, and enable trust in a digital society. eMudhra focuses on SECURE
Digital Transformation to enable organizations to progress and evolve
without sacriﬁcing “Trust,” which matters most in our society. With an
end-to-end stack around trust services, PKI, Paperless transformation, and
Digital Authentication, eMudhra is optimally placed to aid digital journeys
where identity assertion is critical.
eMudhra chairs the Asia PKI Consortium, is a board member of the Cloud
Signature Consortium and a member of the CA Browser Forum. Having been
in business for over 12 years and built a reach that spans more than 50 countries, eMudhra is deeply committed to bringing change and helping societies
across not just go digital but go digital in a secure way.
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